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Band: Kadaverdisciplin (S) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Hammerheart Records 

Albumtitle: Death Supremacy 

Duration: 46:11 

Releasedate: 20.10.2017 

 

A new guarantor of traditional Swedish Black Metal rises from the depths of 

hell. Kadaverdisciplin is what the troupe from Västervik calls itself and they 

were already founded in 2014. At the end of October the debut "Death 

Supremacy" will be released to the heavy metal - audience. Some well-

known musicians such as Frederik Widigs, who should be known as the 

drummer of Marduk and Nordjevel, are also responsible here. Vocalist Jimmy 

Nyhlén of Blodsrit should also be a known in the scene. This first work was 

presented to me without the optional bonustracks, however, which 

additionally contains another title as well as two Coversongs. 

 

The disc and its title track start immediately without any nonsense. A furious 

drum fill-in opens up the black metal bustle with full steam ahead! Quick 

drumming and riffing in the classic soundboard hit me fullforce. Immediately, 

I positively notice the two-part guitar arrangements, which leave many 

catchy melodies with a recognition value and earworm character in the 

further course. 

 

The nagging voice of Jimmie is now and then underlined with slightly barking 

growls. They are either sung by another fellow musician or as an additional 

soundtrack by himself. However, the vocals have been sung in a 

comprehensible manner for this sound. 

Also the more stomping numbers and sections, such as the instrumental 

"Död Och Förödelse" (like an intro, which motivates to go to battle) or 

"Leading Them (Through The Pearly Gates)", turned out really cool. This is 

where the dark and morbid character of the Swedes is very apparent. I can 

justifiably say "All killers, no fillers"! 

 

Both the tempo variations of the individual pieces, as well as the ones within 

them, create a varied and exciting listening experience in the 46 minutes. 

Apparently, the formation is doing great without bassists, as the two 

guitarists simply create a board of sound here. The recording quality and the 

differentiated sound of all the instruments of the debut contribute equally 

positively. 

 

Conclusion: 

Modern and at the same time traditional-Swedish Black Metal, "Chaos 

Supremacy" delivers to the listeners. If you think of Marduk and Watain as 

your favorites, you will not be able to get past Kadaverdisciplin! A grenade-

strong debut, which the guys from Västervik delivered here. In a furious, fast, 

yet playful way, this work shoots into the black metal veins of every genre 

lover.  

TRACKLIST 

01. Death Supremacy 

02. The White Death 

03. Longing For Winter 

04. Mother Of Defeat 

05. Frozen Meadows 

06. Cyanide Finale 

07. Död Och Förödelse 

08. Landscapes Of Burning Limbs 

09. One Hundred Days 

10. Ripping Wounds 

11. Leading Them (Through The 

Pearly Gates) 

 

 

 

 

LINEUP 

Jimmie Nyhlén - Vocals  

Antti Kurvinen - Guitars 

Pelle Fransson - Guitars  

Fredrik Widigs - Drums 

 

 

 

 

INFORMATIONEN 

https://www.facebook.com/kadav

erdisciplin 

 

Author: Blacky 

Translator: Sereisa 
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Black Fuckin 'Metal as it's Best! 

 

Rating: 9/10 

 

Recommendation: Death Supremacy, Mother Of Defeat, Landscapes Of 

Burning Limbs 

 

 


